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OEM DESIGN &
MANUFACTURING

OEM manufacturing
We design tactical gear according to customer requirements
SAG manufactures gear for government procurement and tenders
SAG supplies uniformed services, including law enforcement, airborne and special forces
Gear designed & manufactured entirely in Poland
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GUN BAGS & CARRY

PROTECTOR GUN BAG
Holds one long rifle with assorted accessories,
suitable for discreet transport, protects
against mechanical damage, dirt, and
atmospheric conditions.

PROPERTIES

Manufactured of cordura and filled with
40 mm thick foam, making it lightweight
and resistant to abrasion. The main
compartment contains the PALS webbing
system allowing you to adjust position of
the weapon inside, and attach pockets and
accessories in the remaining free space.
Main compartment and all the pockets are
closed with two-way zippers manufactured
by YKK Group. Each zipper is protected
against environmental conditions by
a special collar.

There are 3 pockets on the front wall. Their
interiors are lined with hook fasteners,
to attach the accessories and organize
contents inside. The right pocket is
separated by a sturdy mesh compartment.
The central outer pocket is fitted with two
smaller pouches closed by a shared zipper.
Their content can be easily identified
through the mesh. The left pocket has
large capacity for general purposes. Small
pockets have dimensions 10 x 25 x 7 cm
(3.9” x 9.8” x 2.75”) and large ones
36 x 25 x 7 cm (14.2” x 9,8” x 2.75”),
depending on bag size. A velcro-lockable
interior space, suitable for carrying flat
objects (like targets) or discreet storage of
keys and documents is placed between the
pockets and the main part of the case.
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The case has 25mm straps sewn on the back.
They allow attachment of multifunctional,
fully adjustable carrying straps. Because
the webbing is compatible with the PALS
system, additional accessories and pockets
can be fitted to them.
The case is equipped with a comfortable
shoulder strap. You can attach it to the
PALS webbing on the back of the bag and
a specially designed loop above the pocket.

VARIANTS
REGULAR
DOUBLE

SIZES

LENGTH
WIDTH
SIZE (TOTAL/INSIDE) HEIGHT (EMPTY/FILLED) POCKETS
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–
The weapons are separated
by a partition filled with a 20
mm thick foam attached to
the bottom of the cover with
a velcro.
see table

CAN FIT E.G.

S

60 cm/55 cm
(23.6”/21.6”)

34 cm
(13.4”)

12 cm/20 cm
(4.7”/7.9”)

1 small
1 large

FN P90, H&K UMP, SigSauer MPX,
UZI, CZ Scorpion

M

95 cm/90 cm
(37.4”/35.4”)

34 cm
(13.4”)

12 cm/20 cm
(4.7”/7.9”)

2 small
1 large

FAMAS F1, M4, FN SCAR, Steyr
AUG, folding stock versions of AK,
H&K MP5

L

120 cm/115 cm
(47.25”/45.3”)

34 cm
(13.4”)

12 cm/20 cm
(4.7”/7.9”)

3 large

AK-74, M1 Garand, MSBS,
or shotguns, e.g. Benelli M4,
Mossberg 930.

XL

140 cm/135 cm
(55.1”/53.1”)

34 cm
(13.4”)

12 cm/20 cm
(4.7”/7.9”)

3 large

AWM, Barrett M82, SWD, various
hunting rifles
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CARRYING SYSTEM FOR
PROTECTOR GUN BAGS
The braces are designed to carry the bag in
two ways:
Classic braces: allows carrying the gun
bag like a backpack. The bottom part has
adjustable length. All fixing points are
adjustable letting you customize the bearing
system to fit your silhouette. They also allow
you to change the position of the load, for
example hanging the case high on the back,
letting you sit comfortably.
Breast strap: By fastening both braces
together you get a single belt adjustable
at the ends, mounted diagonally on the
underside of the gun bag. The chest strap
allows the bag to be carried on the back.
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By moving the case forward, you get easy
and quick access to the contents of the
pocket without having to remove it. The belt
adjusts the position of the cover vertically.
They can also replace a standard shoulder
strap issued with Protector bags.

AVAILABLE COLOURS: All
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LEO WAIST PACK
Compact, comfortable to carry and
multifunctional, while inconspicuous in the
city.

PROPERTIES

Does not interfere with work, fits under
a jacket. Main compartment measures
24 x 14 x 7 cm (9.5” x 5.5” x 2.75”), front
pocket measures 21 x 14 cm (8.25” x 5.5”),
two side pockets measure 8,5 x 7 cm
(3.3” x 2.75”).
Velcro lining allows main chamber
accessorizing. The waist pack itself has
an integrated D-ring for securing keys
and two elastic bands for fixing dressings,
magazines or other small items in the main
compartment and front pocket. Elongated
tape in the main compartment enables
attachment of larger items.
Belt hooks increase safety and comfort, it
can also be worn on its own 40 mm wide,
detachable belt.
On request, a logo on the front of the pack is
available for an extra fee.
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VARIANTS

ALL INSERTS
HOLSTER INSERT
EDC INSERT
FIRST AID KIT INSERT
NO INSERT

AVAILABLE COLOURS: All

AVAILABLE INSERTS
HOLSTER
Holds majority of 9mm and .45 caliber
guns on the market. Position is adjustable
to fit user preferences. Mounting prevents
accidental weapon movement during
transport or removal.

FIRST AID KIT
Built for easy content segregation. It consists
of a large inner pocket measuring 14 x 14 cm
(5.5 x 5.5”); small inner pocket size
11 x 11 cm (4.3” x 4.3”), closed with velcro;
mesh pocket size 19 x 14 cm (7.5” x 5.5”),
closed with zipper; 3 elastic tapes for
attaching dressings and larger items. Special
tape enables quick removal of the insert.

EDC POCKET
The insert consists of large inner pocket
with dimensions 19 x 14 cm (7.5” x 5.5”);
two mesh pockets measuring 9 x 14 cm
(3.5” x 5.5”) each and D-ring for fastening
keys. Special tape enables quick removal of
the insert.
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SPORT HANDGUN CASE
For carrying a single handgun and protecting
it from environmental conditions.

PROPERTIES

The outer cordura layer is resistant to
abrasion and dirt. The inside of the case is
made of a foam lined with soft velcro-like
material. The flat design keeps the gun
inside stable, preventing scratches. Neutral
shape of the cover avoids drawing attention.
Lockable with a two-way zipper, equipped
with handy sliders.

VARIANTS

REGULAR
WITH RING

–
Featured with metal ring to
hang the case.

AVAILABLE COLOURS: All
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SKYMARSHALL ANKLE HOLSTER
Designed for concealed carrying of a small
handgun and spare magazine.

PROPERTIES

Made of elastic tape, 10 cm (3.9”) wide.
Width is adjustable with velcro fastening.
Under-knee garter prevents slipping down.
Completely invisible when worn with typical
cargo/military pants.

AVAILABLE COLOURS: /
/
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VESTS

RAIDER CHESTRIG
Basic MOLLE/PALS equipment mounting
platform for tactical, rescue, and civilian
applications.

PROPERTIES

The front features three PALS webbing panels.
On the inside, the entire surface is covered
with mesh for improved comfort and air
exchange. A flat pocket closed with velcro
is placed between the layers of material.
Its interior is lined with hook fasteners to
organize the internal contents and attach
accessories.
The cross-sewn suspenders allow better
distribution of the equipment’s weight
and prevent abrasion of the wearer’s neck
while moving, even under heavy loads.
Suspenders on the inside are lined with
a soft mesh, significantly improving the
wearer’s comfort and their flat profile
fits them underneath the backpack.
A transverse belt on the back provides
additional stabilization.
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VARIANTS
REGULAR
LARGE

10 PALS cells, 42 cm (16.5”) wide
14 PALS cells, 58 cm (22.8”) wide

AVAILABLE COLOURS: All
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ULTRATHIN CHESTRIG
Low profile chestrig, based on the elastic
front panel.
The chestrig is designed to be worn in
concealed manner even when loaded with
magazines. When a magazine is taken out,
the mag-pouch flatens and smooths the
front of the chestrig, significantly reducing
possibility of catching on obstacles or outer
clothing. It does not obscure the view and
preserves easy access to items located
below the vest.
UltraThin Chestrig is perfect to carry M4/
M16/H416 or AK47 magazines. It’s also
secure and convenient for other magazines
such as Galil, Steyr AUG or SIG.
Magazine is held firmly, but remains easy
to draw. The difference in drag between
specific mags is minimal and depends more
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on texture and shape than the size of the
magazine.
Special elastic fabric used is durable and
resistant. The material is 1.2-mm thick and
is resistant to stretching. However, we do
not recommend storing magazines in the
pouches for prolonged periods of time.

VARIANTS
ASSAULT
PATROL

REGULAR
LARGE

for 5 rifle mags
with 4 mag pouches and
2 smaller pouches
–
extended by 2 rifle mag
pouches

AVAILABLE COLOURS: /
/
/
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LEO EQUIPMENT VEST
DDesigned to carry MOLLE/PALS compatible
attachments such as mag-pouches.

PROPERTIES

This vest is a perfect platform for user
modifications. It is height-adjustable, and
includes Velcro and 50‑mm polyamide
webbing.
Quick adjustment is provided by a flexible
shockcord. Vest conforms to the user,
provides freedom of movement, and has an
integrated, strengthened rescue grip.
Tactical vest provides considerable space
for attaching the pouches and pockets
while giving many options for equipment
configuration. It allows even distribution of
the equipment`s weight.
The vest’s front is fastened with a zipper. The
height is adjusted with shoulder straps. The
waist adjusts automatically with the use
of elastic pullers. It has integrated rescue
handle on the back. Mesh construction
ensure air circulation around the body.
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VARIANTS

BASIC
ADVANCED

–
with loops for attaching
combat belt

AVAILABLE COLOURS: /
/
/
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BELTS

SKYMARSHALL BELT
For concealed weapon carry. Essential for
officers whose duties require civilian
clothing.

PROPERTIES

The elastic construction fits a range of body
types and prevents discomfort while
wearing the belt for extended periods of
time. The belt has spaces for a handgun,
spare magazines, handcuffs, documents,
phone, and other items (carrying capacity
depends on the size of the belt). All items
are held in place with Velcro secured flaps.
Dedicated openings enable additional
holster protections.

AVAILABLE COLOURS: /
/
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VARIANTS
XS

66-76 cm (26-30”), pouches:
1 for mace, 1 for mag, 3 general
S
76-86 cm (30-34”), pouches:
1for mace, 2 for mags, 3 general
M
86-96 cm (34-38”), pouches:
1 for mace, 3 for mags, 3 general
L
96-106 cm (38-42”), pouches:
1 for mace, 5 for mags, 3 general
XL
106-116 cm (42-46”), pouches:
1 for mace, 7 for mags, 3 general
BASIC
–
ADVANCED additional velcro secured flaps
RIGHT-SIDED –
LEFT-SIDED –
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RAIDER MAIN BELT
Basic equipment mounting platform,
compatible with MOLLE/PALS system.

PROPERTIES

The interlaced webbing system securely
holds the MOLLE/PALS accessories. Enables
comfortable carrying of heavy loads.
Specially sewn channels maintain excellent
air circulation. The holes in the bottom part
allow you to attach additional panels to the
belt.
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VARIANTS
SIZE M
SIZE L
REGULAR
COBRA

18 PALS cells
21 PALS cells
inside lined with spacing
mesh. Secured with durable
plastic buckle
inside lined with non-slip
material. Featured with
Cobra FC45 buckle

AVAILABLE COLOURS: All

RAIDER BASIC BELT
Made of a single rigid webbing, does not
deform after attaching a holster and
equipment. The Cobra FC45 metal buckle is
exceptionally resistant to heavy loads. Belt
length adjustable with velcro.

VARIANTS
SIZE S
SIZE M
SIZE L
SIZE XL

up to 86 cm (34”)
86-106 cm (34-42”)
106-136 cm (42-54”)
136-166 cm (54-65”)

AVAILABLE COLOURS: /
/
/
/
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COBRA BUCKLE BELTS
Made of a single rigid tape, does not deform
after attaching a holster and equipment.
Smooth adjustment of the belt length with
velcro. Cobra buckles are exceptionally
resistant to heavy loads.

VARIANTS:
SIZE S
SIZE M
SIZE L
SIZE XL

up to 86 cm (34”)
86-106 cm (34-42”)
106-136 cm (42-54”)
136-166 cm (54-65”)

AVAILABLE COLOURS: /
/
/
/

COVERT

Metal detectors and similar scanners are not triggered by polymer AustriAlpin
Cobra FG45 buckle.
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INFANTRY

Waist-adjustable with velcro. Fastened with Cobra FC45 metal buckle.

NAVY

AustriAlpin Cobra FI45 Inox Nauctic buckle is resistant to seawater and corrosion.

SERVICEMAN

erviceman 45 mm belt is designed to carry a handgun and other light gear. Fastened with
Cobra FC45 metal buckle.
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DUTY BELT
Everyday wear belt or a base for assembly of
lightweight load. It can be used as a basic
belt for tactical belts.

PROPERTIES

Lightweight and rigid, with an adjustable
length, fastened with velcro. Velcro lining
ensures that the attached equipment will
not slide along the belt. Lack of buckle
enables easy fitting underneath other
equipment – vests, tactical belts, etc.
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VARIANTS

40 MM WIDE
50 MM WIDE
SIZE S
SIZE M
SIZE L
SIZE XL

up to 86 cm (34”)
86-106 cm (34-42”)
106-136 cm (42-54”)
136-166 cm (54-65”)

AVAILABLE COLOURS: /
/
/

GRUNT BELT
Everyday use trouser belt with smooth
adjustment.

PROPERTIES

Soft, cotton tape reduces the risk of chafing.
Fastening and length adjustment with
a plastic buckle. Simplicity of design enables
quick transfer of the belt from one pair of
trousers to another.

VARIANTS
SIZE S
SIZE M
SIZE L
SIZE XL

up to 86 cm (34”)
86-106 cm (34-42”)
106-136 cm (42-54”)
136-166 cm (54-65”)

AVAILABLE COLOURS: /
/
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PANELS

SCOUT UNIVERSAL PANEL
MOLLE/PALS compatible, multifunctional
equipment mounting platform.

PROPERTIES

Variety of handling possibilities – as a leg
panel, small chestrig or at the main belt,
Provides position adjustment in each
configuration. Contains a flat pocket inside,
lined with velcro-like material.

AVAILABLE COLOURS: All
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SCOUT FOREARM PANEL
MOLLE/PALS compatible mounting platform,
to be worn on the arm.

PROPERTIES

Contains 6 rows of 2 PALS cells, to which
you can mount a mag pouch, GPS device,
knife or similar equipment. The inside
is lined with a soft mesh, providing high
comfort even when worn on the bare
skin. Adjustable elastic straps adapt to the
circumference of the arm and maintain
the panel’s stability in motion, they allow
you to take off the panel quickly without
unfastening it completely.

AVAILABLE COLOURS: All webbing
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LEO LEG PANEL
MOLLE/PALS compatible mounting platform
worn on the thigh. It can be used for
attaching items such as a first aid kit,
secondary weapon holster, or mag pouches.

PROPERTIES

Very wide – contains 3 rows of 9 PALS cells.
Thanks to the grid design, the panel does
not restrict air circulation. Flexible adjusting
tapes keep the panel in place even during
rapid movement. The panel enables easy
access in the kneeling position. The Swivi
Lockster buckle allows detaching the panel
quickly, increases movement range and
maintains the wearer’s comfort. Suitable for
use with tactical belts and regular trouser
belts.
Very useful, especially in urban environment.

VARIANTS

RIGHT-SIDED
LEFT-SIDED

AVAILABLE COLOURS: /
/
/
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VELCRO-MOLLE ADAPTER
Velcro-MOLLE Adapter for tactical vest.
Allows mounting of MOLLE/PALS compatible
equipment on Velcro vest or Velcroequipped backpack.

VARIANTS
SMALL

MEDIUM
LARGE

4 rows of 3 PALS cells,
11 x 10 cm (4.3” x 3.9”)
4 rows of 5 PALS cells,
20 x 10 cm (7.9” x 3.9”)
4 rows of 8 PALS cells,
32 x 10 cm (12.6” x 3.9”)

AVAILABLE COLOURS: All webbing
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MAG POUCHES

RAIDER RIFLE MAG POUCH
Holds one main weapon mag.

PROPERTIES

The magazine is held by a braid of an elastic
cord interwoven through the webbing. The
grip force can be adjusted with a cordlock.
PALS-compatible mounting system.

VARIANTS

REGULAR
EXTENDED

4 PALS cells high (10 cm/3.9”)
5 PALS cells high (13 cm/5.1”),
designed for longer mags

AVAILABLE COLOURS: All webbing
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RAIDER PISTOL MAG POUCH
Holds one secondary weapon mag or similarly
sized piece of equipment (flashlight,
multitool etc.)

PROPERTIES

The magazine is held by a braid of an elastic
cord interwoven through the webbing. The
grip force can be adjusted using a cordlock.
PALS-compatible mounting system, allows
attaching the pouch horizontally on a belt.

VARIANTS

REGULAR
EXTENDED
VELCRO

4 PALS cells high (10 cm/3.9”)
5 PALS cells high (13 cm/5.1”),
designed for longer mags
Front PALS panels covered
with velcro loop, for addition
of a flap or velcro morale
patch

AVAILABLE COLOURS: All webbing
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FLAP FOR MAG POUCH
Attached to the Raider and Horizon mag
pouches, this flap secures the magazine
against dirt and falling out.

PROPERTIES

Attached with SlikClip buckle and velcro
inside the pouch to guarantee stability. Does
not impede the magazine drawing. The
elastomeric handle at the end of the flap
makes it easy to open.

VARIANTS
SIZE S
SIZE M
SIZE L

28 cm (11”)
36 cm (14.2”)
58 cm (22.8”)

AVAILABLE COLOURS: All
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LEO PISTOL MAG POUCH
Universal LEO pouch holding one secondary
weapon mag or similarly sized piece of
equipment (flashlight, multitool etc.).
The magazine is held by a braid of an elastic
cord interwoven through the pouch. The
grip force can be adjusted using a cordlock.
Velcro sewn on the front webbing allows
attaching a flap. PALS-compatible mounting
system is exceptionally stability due to
velcro fastening and pressed studs.

VARIANTS

REGULAR
EXTENDED

3 PALS cells high (about 7,5 cm/3”)
4 PALS cells high (about 10 cm/3.9”),
designed for SMG mags

AVAILABLE COLOURS: /
/
/
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ULTRATHIN MAG POUCH
Low profile pouch, based on elastic front
panel. Its construction enables covert
carrying of extra magazines. The pouch
gets flat when the magazine is taken out,
significantly reducing the chance of catching
on obstacles or outer clothing, does not
obscure the view and allows easy access to
items located below the pouch.
UltraThin Mag Pouch is perfect to carry M4/
M16/H416 or AK47 magazines. It’s also
secure and convenient for other magazines
such as Galil, Steyr AUG or SIG.
Magazine is held firmly, while remaining easy
to draw. The difference in drag between
specific mags is minimal and depends more
on texture and shape than the size of the
magazine.
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Special elastic fabric used is durable and
resistant. The material is 1.2-mm thick and
is resistant to stretching. However, we do
not recommend storing magazines in the
pouches for prolonged periods of time.

VARIANTS
X1
X2
X3

for 1 magazine
for 2 magazines
for 3 magazines

AVAILABLE COLOURS: /
/
/

SCOUT DOUBLE RIFLE MAG POUCH
Holds two magazines for a main weapon.

PROPERTIES

The elastic cord allows you to regulate the
drag of the magazine during drawing and
protects it from accidental dropping. The
same elastic cord secures the flap, making
the access to the magazine one-touch
task. The opening of the pouch is not
accompanied by the unnecessary noise of
the fasteners.
The flap can be opened forwards and
backwards, it does not interfere with
drawing the magazine when open, and does
not fall back.

AVAILABLE COLOURS: All
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DOUBLE SMG MAG POUCH
Holds two submachine gun magazines. Can
be attached to a carry or MOLLE/PALS
webbing.

PROPERTIES

The pouch has an integrated flap and three
attachment points, making it suitable for
use with magazines of various lengths.
The magazines are additionally stabilized
with a flexible tape, placed on the outside
of the cartridge compartment to avoid
interference while drawing.

AVAILABLE COLOURS: All
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HORIZON MAG POUCH
HORIZON pouch is designed to carry three
30-rounds magazines for 9 mm submachine
guns or similarly-sized mags.

PROPERTIES

Interlaced tape-based mounting system, PALS
compatible. The horizontal position of the
magazines allows the user to minimize the
number of moves necessary to change the
magazine. The magazines are additionally
stabilized with an elastic webbing, placed
on the outside of the mag compartment to
avoid interference while drawing. Possibility
of additional protection of the magazine
with a flap or an elastic cord.

AVAILABLE COLOURS: All
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MAG INSERT
Universal inner mag pouch, mounted inside
a vest, a chestrig or a cummerbund belt.
Increases the ability to carry magazines
without using PALS cells.

PROPERTIES

The external velcro strap stabilizes the pouch
in spaces lined with materials having
properties similar to velcro and maintains
its position when several are carried. Thanks
to its elastic tape construction, the empty
pouch colapsses automatically. Additional
elastic cord can be threaded to protect the
magazine from falling out.

VARIANTS
PISTOL
RIFLE

AVAILABLE COLOURS: /
/
/
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SHOTGUN SHELLS HOLDER
Made of elastic tape with a velcro layer on
the back to be attached to any velcro-fitting
surface. Access to the shells is exceptionally
easy without the risk of them slipping out of
the holder. The tape loop makes it easy to
tear away from the equipment.

VARIANTS

REGULAR
MAGNETIC

with three neodymium
magnets sewn inside, allowing
attaching it to any magnetic
surface

AVAILABLE COLOURS: /
/
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UTILITY POUCHES

LEO EDC POUCH
Designed for everyday, on and off-duty use.
Accommodates the first aid kit or EDC set.
The mounting system allows attachment to
MOLLE/PALS platforms using an intermediate
velcro panel or trouser belt with a special
belt loop. The pouch interior is divided into
3 pockets (including one net), equipped
with 4 elastic straps and a keyring. It is quite
spacious, yet it does not draw attention.
Tear-off removal, compatible with MOLLE and
duty belts.

AVAILABLE COLOURS: All
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CARGO POUCH
General purpose pouch, mounted on the
MOLLE/PALS platform or belt.

PROPERTIES

Simple and effective cargo pouch, sealable
with two-way zipper.
Three PALS webbing panels are fitted at the
front, allowing the attachment of additional
pockets and accessories. There is a loop
inside to hold objects and prevent them
from being lost.

VARIANTS
REGULAR
PLUS

simple and spacious
with elastic bands and
inside pocket for interior
organization

AVAILABLE COLOURS: All
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MRE POUCH
Holds one 24-hour food ration and small
accessories, such as a spork.

PROPERTIES

You can fit objects comparable in size to US
MRE ration inside. Zipper closure, sealed
against rain by a special collar. Contains two
compartments for segregating the contents
of an open food package. Compatible with
MOLLE/PALS.

AVAILABLE COLOURS: All
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IFAK COMBAT POUCH
Holds an individual medical set on MOLLE/
PALS platforms.

PROPERTIES

Fastened to the equipment with transitional
velcro panel - if needed, it can be quickly
teared off, protected against the accidental
detachment by the external straps. It is split
into following elements:
¿¿Spacious main compartment with elastic bands;
¿¿Mesh pocket with welt and elastic band;
¿¿Zippered flat mesh pocket;
¿¿Small, flat pocket.

AVAILABLE COLOURS: All
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SENTINEL SERE KIT POUCH
Holds a SERE kit or other equipment.

PROPERTIES

Weatherproof casing, closed with a sturdy
adjustable strap. The collar additionally
secures the contents, and allows you to
extend the pocket by about 5 cm (2”).
Elastic tapes are compressing pocket when
not completely filled. Additional MOLLE
panels on the sides allow for the mounting
of compatible small pouches. Mounting in
PALS/MOLLE system.

AVAILABLE COLOURS: All
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SENTINEL FLASHLIGHT POUCH
Pocket is designed to carry tactical flashlights
powered by CR 123A batteries. Most
suitable for models 10 to 14 cm (3.9 to
5.5”) long with a diameter of 3.5 cm (1.4”).
Pocket is secured with velcro.
Elastic loops can accommodate up to three CR
123A spare batteries OR one 18650 battery
pack or a chemical light on each side.
The mounting is compatible with PALS. Pouch
can also be fixed on a 50 mm wide belt with
an independent strap.

AVAILABLE COLOURS: All
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SENTINEL GPS POUCH
Designed for the Garmin GPSMAP64, it
can be used with other devices of similar
dimensions.

PROPERTIES

Tilting with stops allows you to use the
device without engaging your hands. The
polyethylene lining of the pocket protects
the display from scratches and dirt. Closure
has a sturdy adjustable buckle. Mounted on
MOLLE/PALS platforms, or on a trouser belt.
Dimensions (without antenna):
12,5 x 6 x 3,5 cm (4.9” x 2.4” x 1.4”).

AVAILABLE COLOURS: All
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LEO HANDCUFFS POUCH
Designed for transportation of standard
handcuffs or LIPS handcuffs, on a belt or
platform compatible with MOLLE system
(MOLLE variant) or velcro (Quick variant).

PROPERTIES

Wide flap secures handcuffs from falling out
while providing easy access. Special key
pocket, made of elastic tape is located on
the inside of the flap, preventing the keys
from rattling or falling out. Velcro closure
allows for different size cuffs to be carried

VARIANTS
MOLLE
QUICK

AVAILABLE COLOURS: All
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LEO COVERT HANDCUFFS POUCH
Perfectly concealed under the clothes or
jacket. The inside is lined with a loop-like
fabric which prevents the cuffs from rattling.
Walls are filled with foam which increases
the comfort of carrying. Profile of the zipper
and comfortable sliders facilitate quick
opening of the cover.

AVAILABLE COLOURS: All
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NALGENE BOTTLE POUCH
Holds a beverage containers of up to 1 liter
capacity (eg. thermos, Nalgene container
or typical beverage bottle) in the main
compartment and snacks and accessories in
the side pocket.

PROPERTIES

MOLLE/PALS-compatible mounting system
for attaching to the duty belt, trouser belt
belt or hip belt of the backpack. The walls
of the main chamber are filled with a foam
providing protection against damage and
partial thermal insulation, and improving
the wearer’s comfort. Convenient handles
allow you to open the compartment with
one hand. The side pocket is equipped with
elastic webbing to protect cutlery or similar
small items. On the two D-rings on the sides
you can hang keys and other accessories,
and attach the label to the velcro tape on
the lid.

AVAILABLE COLOURS: All
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SENTINEL MINI POUCH
Holds small personal first-aid kit, survival
kit, electronic devices, and other small
items in a waterproof pouch. For additional
rain protection its zipper is equipped with
a special fold.
Front is fitted with velcro. Mounting system is
compatible with PALS.

AVAILABLE COLOURS: All
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FOLDING DUMP BAG
For quick disposal of empty magazines, or as
an additional general purpose bag. Mounted
to the MOLLE/PALS platform using webbing
loops with latches.

PROPERTIES

Made entirely of cordura, with a reduced
number of stitching, making it very
durable. Thanks to the cylindrical shape,
the compartment does not close in an
uncontrolled way. The full bag during
a march is protected by the shockcord welt.
Folded bag occupies minimum amount of
space.

AVAILABLE COLOURS: All
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ACCESSORIES

EDC WALLET
Holds large amounts of documents, cards
and other small personal items. Particularly
useful for people who frequently change
hand baggage.

PROPERTIES

The wallet contains multiple compartments
(with suggested application in brackets):
¿¿Front pocket with divider (banknotes
and tickets, with the option of separating
them); Mesh pocket on the back wall (coins,
for easy identification of denominations);8
plastic card compartments (credit cards, ID
cards, etc.);
¿¿A special, fine mesh compartment (
vehicle documents, allows you to quickly
see where they are and to which vehicle
they belong);Other pocket (for notebook
and two pens on the sides);
¿¿Four large flexible clips (for zippo lighter
or tablet packs). Two smaller strings are
sewn on thm with 4 and 6 cells (for USB
storage media, smaller lighter, batteries,
small tools, etc.);
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¿¿Three pockets in the lining, closed with
a strip of flexible tape – two smaller (fitting
for business cards) and one large (fitting for
a short micro-USB cable);
¿¿Three loops for attaching small items
(keys, flashlight, etc.);
¿¿Velcro front panel for identification tags.

AVAILABLE COLOURS: All
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MINI WALLET
Small and handy wallet for everyday use.

PROPERTIES

It consists of a large banknote compartment
(folded in half when the wallet is closed),
coin pockets with velcro closure and
transparent document pocket. Thanks to its
simple construction it takes up little space
and enables discreet reach inside the main
compartment.

AVAILABLE COLOURS: All
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ID HOLDER
Neck-pouch for IDs and documents.

PROPERTIES

The front pocket is covered with transparent
foil making the ID or business card inside
clearly visible. Two internal pockets and
one back pocket provide space for notes,
business cards, documents, etc. Paracord
can be completely hidden in one of the
pockets. The velcro straps on the front and
back allow for ID labels. The loop of elastic
tape fits pens and pencils.

AVAILABLE COLOURS: All
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PAPERBACK READER CASE
A simple cover protecting readers and tablets
against scratches, dirt, and mechanical
damage.

PROPERTIES

The exterior is made of durable and resistant
cordura. The inner lining is a soft, smooth
spacing mesh to prevent abrasions. Velcro
straps for identification tag or other
markings are placed on the front.

VARIANTS

FOR IPAD
FOR IPAD MINI
FOR KINDLE
FOR KINDLE PAPERWHITE

AVAILABLE COLOURS: All
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SENTINEL CELLPHONE POUCH
Designed to carry smartphones and similar
devices of various sizes. The deep pocket
provides almost complete protection against
the weather and enables easy pulling out.
The interwoven straps allow mounting
on the vest as well as horizontally on the
trouser belt. Wide velcro secured flap
prevents accidental dropping of the phone.

VARIANTS
GSM
S
M
L
XL

for thicker devices with dimensions of
12 x 7,5 cm (4.7” x 2.9”)
dimensions 12 x 7 cm (7” x 2.7”)
dimensions 16 x 7 cm (6.3” x 2.7”)
dimensions 16 x 9 cm (6.3” x 3.5”)
dimensions 17,5 x 10,5 cm (6.9” x 4.1”)

AVAILABLE COLOURS: All
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HARDBACK READER CASE
For Kindle readers, to protect from scratches
and damage.

PROPERTIES

Highly durable construction manufactured
from polycarbonate covered with cordura,
resembling a typical book cover. In a closed
case, the reader screen is protected by
the smooth, soft mesh. The reader is fixed
inside with elastic straps in the corners,
providing stable positioning in both vertical
and horizontal position and allowing the
user to read without having to hold the
reader in hands all the time. Locked with
a press stud on a tape.

VARIANTS

FOR KINDLE
FOR KINDLE PAPERWHITE

AILABLE COLOURS: All
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GLOVE HOLDER
Designed for carrying a pair of gloves. It can
also hold other items, including a roll of
cord, a camouflage tarp or another piece of
equipment with circumference not exceeding
18 cm (7”).

PROPERTIES

Velcro fastening enables attachment to
a belt, the MOLLE system or any item with
a circumference of less than 11 cm (4.3”).
Additional velcro straps further secure the
holder.

AVAILABLE COLOURS: All webbing
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CARRY-ON SEAT
Can be used as a seat or shooting mat.

PROPERTIES

Provides good insulation while remaining
thin. Easily foldable. Strap allows for
comfortable carry. Cordura outer layer
provides high durability to wear and tear.
Does not interfere with tactical belt.

AVAILABLE COLOURS: All
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BACKPACK ORGANIZER
Splits the space in a backpack, organizes
its content, and facilitate its removal and
repackaging.

PROPERTIES

The grid construction makes it easy to identify
the contents of the organizer, which can
be further eased using velcro labels. A pair
of handles on the sides makes it easy to
remove. The velcro straps at the front and
back keep the organizer in place if the inside
of the backpack has properties similar to
velcro. The full-width lock of the organizer
provides easy access to the interior.

VARIANTS
SIZE S
SIZE M
SIZE L
SIZE XL

20 x 10 x 10 cm (7.9” x 3.9” x 3.9”)
20 x 20 x 10 cm (7.9” x 7.9” x 3.9”)
40 x 20 x 20 cm (15.7” x 7.9” x 7.9”)
45 x 30 x 30 cm (17.7” x 11.8” x 11.8”)

AVAILABLE COLOURS: /
/
/
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DIY TACTICAL

We offer wide range of items necessary for Do
It Yourself, Tactical Way. These are the same
items we use, so we can vouch for their high
quality and reliability. These include:
¿¿Polyamide webbing
¿¿Elastics
¿¿Paracord
¿¿Cordura Invista 750 and 110 dtex
¿¿YKK zippers
¿¿Velcro
¿¿Buckles and other plastic elements, by
Duraflex and ITW Nexu
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COLOURS AND CAMOS LIST
¿¿Olive green

¿¿Pencott Badlands

¿¿Ranger green

¿¿Pencott Greenzone

¿¿Coyote brown

¿¿Pencott Snowdrift

¿¿Black

¿¿CCE France

¿¿Navy blue

¿¿Desert DPM

¿¿Red

¿¿DPM

¿¿Snow

¿¿Flecktarn

¿¿Gray

¿¿M/98 Norway

¿¿A-TACS AU

¿¿M04 Finland

¿¿A-TACS FG

¿¿M90 Sweden

¿¿Multicam Arid

¿¿MTP Britain

¿¿Multicam Black

¿¿Vegetata Italy

¿¿Multicam Crye

¿¿Woodland US

¿¿Multicam Tropic

¿¿WZ.93 Poland
Italicized text marks available webbing colours.
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